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 He takes a thorough and critical look at a crime scene, investigates an entire case and reports his conclusions to the examining
magistrate. This is the second episode. This was the only series Maigret appeared in that was not created by Maigret himself, as
he never actually appeared in it. All episodes were directed by Jacques Becker. Plot Murdered women of all ages are collected

by Monsieur Maigret in the morgue, and he sees that they are no longer alive: they have been strangled. He then traces the
victims back to their earlier lives and tries to establish the motives for the killing. He believes that each murder relates to a long-
standing grudge, which he tries to establish. Main characters Charles Maigret (1958-1959) Other characters Tensions between

Maigret and the examining magistrate are often the subject of the series. The examining magistrate Claude Lebel has a
background in police work, but often acts as an impediment to Maigret's investigations, for example, refusing Maigret's request

to act as a witness at an important court case. The investigating magistrate and his police officers were originally played by
William Aguet and Jean-Claude Dreyfus respectively. By 1959, when the series began, they were played by Pierre Diot and
Charles Lemoine, respectively. Historical figures See also Maigret List of Maigret books External links List of episodes in
Maigret Category:French mystery television series Category:1959 French television series debuts Category:1958 French

television series endings Category:1950s French television series Category:Television shows set in Paris Category:French-
language television programs Category:Inter alia television series Category:French drama television series Category:MaigretThe
government will not rule out a return to austerity after Brexit, according to a leaked Cabinet Office document. The document,
leaked to the Telegraph, states that a "hard Brexit" is "probably" the best option for leaving the EU. Labour MP Chris Leslie,

who was one of only two Tory MPs to vote against leaving the EU, condemned the document. "This Government is committed
to damaging Britain's economy and jobs through a damaging Brexit," said Mr Leslie, adding that "now the Government is finally

admitting it". The 82157476af
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